
High-accuracy microwave and optical frequency standards 
using laser-cooled Hg’ ions 

We discuss frequency standards based on laser-aocled ‘‘?dg? ions confined in 
cryogenic rf (Paul) tiaps. In one exyeriment, the frequency of a microwave source is 
servoed to the ions’ ground-sate hyperfine transition at 40.5 GHz. %or seven ions 
and a Ramsey free precession time of 100 s, the fractional fieqcency stabiliry is 
3.3  (2) X lo-’’ T-’’~ for ineasurement times Z <  2 h. The ground-state hyperfine 
interval is measured to be 40 507 347 996.53: 59 (20) (41) Hz, where the first 
nurnber in parentheses is the uncenainty due to statistics and systematic effects, and 
the second is the uncergainty in the frequency of the time scale to which the standard 
is compared. In a second experiment under development, a strong-binding cryogenic 
trap will csnfine a single ion used for an optical frequency standard based on a 
narrow electric quadrupole transition at 282 ilm. The bandwidth of the laser used tG 

drive this transition is less than 10 ilz at 563 nm. 

” ?  

Introduction 
Trapped and cooled ions are useful in xornic physics for several reasons. The ions can 

be benignly held in a well-controlled environment, significktly reducing systematic effecrs 
such as Stark and Zeeman shfts. The same ions can be observed repeatedly and for very long 
times, so that narrow atomic transitions can be observed with extremely high resolution. 
Finally, ir. is possible to observe and manipdate the quantum states of individual ions,’leading 
to measurements of quantum mechanical effects such as quantum jumps [l].  and the 
preparatI.on of the atoms’ internal states toward, for example, spin squeezing [2] .  For all of 
these reasons, trapped and cooled ions are pariicularly well suited for time and frequency 
standards. Stable A d  accurate atomic frequency standards [3] are not only useful for 

*’ measuring time, but often ,ue the realization of other basic unitsl are necessary in navigation 
and communication, and frequently are used in investigations of physical phenomena [4]. 

Groups at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Austraiia’s Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) have demonstrared highly stable 
docks that use linear rf (Paul) traps to store buffer-gas-cooled ions [ 5 ,  61. In these traps, most 
of the ions lie away from the nodal line of the trap’s rf electric field. For these ions, the 
atomic motion driven by the oscillating trap field (micromotion) induces significant second- 
order Doppler (time-dilation) shfts of the average atomic transition frequency. At N E T ,  our 
goal is to develop frequency srandards that achieve high accuracy in addition to high stability. 
We confine strings of laser-cooled lQ9Hg- ions in a linear rf trap such as that depicted in Fig. 1 
[71. A linear trap can confine many laser-cooled ions along the rf nodal line, where Doppler 
shifts and ac Stark shifts are minimum [ S ,  91. Furtherinore, if d l  the ions crystallize along 
the rf nodal line, there is minimal heating from the trapping fields. Thus, perturbative cooling 
laser radiation can be removed during the long probe periods of the clock transition. We use 

Hgi, which offers a microwave clock transition at 40.5 GHz and an optical. clock transition 
at 1.06 x 10“ Hz (see Fig. 2). To first-order, both transitions are insensitive to magnedc and 

fields at zero fields. Using linear crystals of lg9Hg’ ions, we expect to reduce dl 
systematic shifrs to less than a parr in 
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Figure 1: Linear rf trap, and an image of a string of ions. The ions are spaced approximately 10 pm 
apart, and apparent gaps in t5e ion srrlng are due to ions other than "'HgA, which do not 
fluoresce at the frequencies of the 194 nm laser beams. The spatial extent of the ions is 
exaggerared for clarity; in reality the laser beams overlap all the ians. 

If the fluctuations of the atormc signal are due only to quantum stat~stics, then the 
stability of a frequency source servoed to the atomc transihon is given by [lo, 111 

2P 112 
F = l  
F = O  

/ 282 nm 
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F = O  s 112 
Figure 2: Partid energy diagram of l9'Hg-. The 7C 3IEz wide 194 nm transitions are 

used fcr laser cooling and delecrion. The 40.5 GHz and 252 nm rrmsirions are 
the ciock transitions. 



where is the frequency of the atomic mnsirion. !V is the number of ions. T,y.is the Rarrsey 
incezosation tixe, and z is the averagng time of the measurcaeni. For [he sioun6-state 
hypezf-le transition, I C ) O ~ X =  40.5 GI&. It zippears feasible to use N =  100 ions and 
T,? = 100 s, which gives q(9 = 4  :< 
e1ec:iic quadrupole transition. 0!0/3n= 10 Hz, so that using iV= 1 and TR = 25 ms gives 
a,i "1 - 

%-e report a preliminary evaluation of a clock based on the 40.5 GHz :round-state 
hyperfjne transition in 199Hgz, We also discuss the development of a frequency syandard 
based on the 252 nm electric quadrupole transition, and the nariow band source of 563 nm 
radiation needed to drive t h s  transition. We describe the laser systems for these sxperiments 
and the progress toward more.compact solid-state systems. 

10 - 2Ii2. For the 252 nm 5d 6s j jd'6s' ' DYl 
I <  

,'+ - 10-:5 T-!!2 

Crvozenic Linear rf Trap 

Figure 1 shows the linear rf lrap used in .  the 40.5 GHz microwave clock. Two 
diagonally opposite rods are held at static and rf potential ground. The potential of the other 
two rods is Vo cos(L-2 t), where Vo= 150 V and Q/2jz=5.6 MHz. The resulting 
pseudopotential confines the ions radially in a well with a secular frequency wJ2jz I- 230 JWz. 
hiulated wires are threaded through the rods to heat them, which removes patch fields and 
electrical charge that otherwise leave the electrodcs only slowly in the cryogenic environment. 
To confine the ions axially, two cylindrical sections at eirher end of the trap are held at a 
potential of approximately +10 V. The resulting axial potential well has a secular frequency 
of w,/3x= 15 kHz. The ions are laser-cooled using the 194 nm, 5dI06s 'S1/2 - 5dl06p 'PIj? 
electric dipole transitions shown in Fig. 2. Typically, a string of approximarely ten ions is 
confined along the trap axis. By minimizing the ion micromotion in all three dimensions, we 
assure that the laser-cooled ions lie along the rfnodal line [ 121. 

We place the trap in a cryogenic environment to reduce problems associated with 
background gas. Previously, we used a linear rf trap at room temperature with a background 
pressure of approximately lo-* Pa 1131. At this pressure, background neutral Hg atoms cause 
Hg' loss, presumably by forming dimers with ions excited by the cooling laser. The resulting 
lifetime of ions in the trap was about ten minutes. At liquid He temperatures, however, Hg 
and most other background gases are cryopumped onto the walls of the chamber. In this low- 
pressure environment, we have trapped Hgr ions in the presence of lases radiation without 
loss for periods of over ten hours. Even in the absence of laser cooling during overnight 
down periods, we have confined strings of approximately ten ions for sev.era1 days. With this 
 OW background pressure, most pressure shifts should be negligible, although, since helium is 
nor efficiently cryopumped, it may cause a pressure shift. 

Operation at 4 K also reduces the frequency shifts dLie to blackbody radiation. For the 
ground-state hyperfine transition, at T = 4 I(, the fractional blackbody Zeenian shift is 
-2 X lo-", and the fractional blackbody Stark shift is -3 x IO-'" [14]. This is significantly 
smaller than the. fractional blackbody Stark shift for neutral cesium ( 1.69(4) x 1 0-l4 at 
T=300 K [14]>. 
Laser-atom Interactions 

Laser beams ;It 194 nni are used for both cooling and state detection. For cooliilg, 
p is used because it is the closest to a cycling ti-ansition (see Fig. 2) .  The frequency 
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of ~ $ e  pcm317; 13s~: is ~ur_ed slight!;/ below resonancz--with this iransiticz. h t  c a ~  oz- 
resonantly 2xciTLe :he ion inw the -Pl/:: F = 1 level, f a m  whch the ion C'U eecay iriro ;h2 
'S !;:, F = 0 level. To maisrain 3mxescencel a repumpin: laser beam, resonmt with kinsition 
r,  is overiapFed coliineariy wirh the primary 1%- br b e z a  

To derermine the aiomic staie: the primary beam is puised on for a 'hne comparable 
rhe Lime necessary to- pemp the ions from the 'Sip, F = 1 to ihe  SI:^, F = 0 level (typic 
10 as). Lf the ion is found in the 'S1,z: F = 1 le\ie!, ic will scartgr about 10' phorons befor 
opticdjy pumps in10 the 'C F = 0 level. We detect and cain1 approxhatdy 150 of these- 
photons. E the transirior, is not saturated, the number of photons scattered before the ion is 
optically pumped can be made near1)i insensitme to laser power. Thus the signal-ro-noise' 
rario of the state detection signal can be limited only by quamum projeceon noise [lj] if the 
ions are monitored individually. Currently, however, the state-detection signal is simply 
combhed fluorescence from all the ions. ,4s a result, we think That flucmations in the 
frequency and inteasity of the 194 nm radia~on. and its overlap with the ions, limit our- 
typical stabiliry to about twice that of Eq. (1). 

The "'Hg' ground-state hyperfine struc;ure further complicates !aser cooling and state 
detection. For any constant laser polarization and zero magnetic field, two superpositions of 
the ?Sii2, F = 1, mF = 0, el leveis are dark states. After the ion optically pumps into These' 
states, the fluorescence vanishes. To constantly pump the ions out of the dark states, the laser 
field musr couple each ' S  112, F = 1, m p  = 0, kl level to the 'PI,:, F = 0 level. Alsol each 
these three couplings must have a different time dependence. We satis51 these conditio& 
with two non-collinear laser beams. One 'beam passes through a photo-elastic modulato; 
whose calcite crystal axes are Tilted +45" relative to the beam polarization. The mechanical 
compression along one of the crystal &xes is 90" out of phase with that of the other. The 
resulting changes in the crystal birefringence continuously cycle the laser beam's polarization 
state between !eft and right circular polarizations. The linear polarization of the second b e G  
remains fixed in the plane 'formed by the two beams, which overlap with the ions at a 400: 
angie to each other. 

Laser sources at 194 nm 

The system currently used to generate 194 nm light 1161 starts with radntion fr0m.a 
single-frequency argon-ion (Ar') laser at 515 nm. About 500 mW of this light is frequency; 
doubled in a cavity containing a BBO crystal to produce about 100 mW of 257 nm radiation. 
The remaining 5.5 IV of A? laser light pumps a Ti:sapphire laser to make 500 mW of 792 nm 
radixion. The 792 nm and 257 nm beams are each enhanced in separate optical cavities; 
whose foci overlap in a second BBO crystal. This creates about 400 pW of 194 nm radiation 
through sum-frequency mixing. The repumping beam is made by overlapping a low-power. 
diode laser with the Ti:sapphire beam before they both enter the power enhancement cavity.. 
Beams from the Ti:sapphre and diode lasers are heterodyned, and the diode laser fiequency is.. 
servoed to maintain the heterodyne signal frequency at 47:4 GHz. 

The 40.5 GHz Microwave Clock 

We use the Ramsey technique of separated oscillatory fields to probe the clock 
transition [17]. First, to cool the ions, both the pnmary and repumping 194 nm laser hems _. 

are puised on for 300 ns. Next, the repumping beam IS turned off for about 90 ms, so that 
essentially all of the ions are optically pumped into the 'SI/: F = 0 level. Both beams are 
then blocked dunng the Ramsey riLlcrowave mrerrogation penod, whlcn consists of M" 



*- ?=O ES microwave pukes separated b ; ~  t>e free p-ecession period T,?, which we vary from 2 
io 100 s. Finail.;, The p r i m ~ ~  b e ~ ~  is Turned on fer &om 10-ms while we caunt the number 
of deLec:ed phorons. This deremines the ezsemble average of the atomic smre population; 
m-_n_d completes one measurer" cycle. 

3 - 2  synrhesize the ricrowave frequency 'from a low-noise crystal quar~z osciaaior 
locked to a reference hydrogen maser [13]. To steer the averagc microwave frequency into 
iesonance w-iLFl the clock transirion, we step the frequency by +Af, then -Ad?, about frequency 
j M  (E &/(2f]), and complete a measurement cycle after each step. Usudly: the sIepped 
fxquencies lie near the half-maximum poincs of the central Ramsey fringe. On successive 
measurement pairs, we ahenate the signs of rhe frequency steps to avoid any bias due to a 
linear drift in, for example, the signal size. The dfference becween the number of detected 
photons for the pair of measurement cycles gives the error signal rjW. A digital serSio adjusts 
the average frequency according to 

?/I 

f h - ,  = so + &E,W + oOr L E m  1 (2) 
m= I 

wherefo is the initial value of the frequency, and the proponional gain gI, and the intesral gain 
gi are independen1 of each other. Typically, the inaximum value of 134 for a single run is abollt 
130. The average frequency for each run is calculated after discarding the fxst four 
recorded frequencies j, to negate initial frequency offsets. 

Figure 3 shows the fractional frequency stability of the steered microwave frequency for 
seven ions and Ramsey t"s of 10s and 100s. When N = 7  and TR = 100s is 
oy(z) z 3.3 (2)  X lo-'' T-''~, for TI 2 h. Consistently, ay(z) is about twice the value expected 
from Eq. (l), primarily because of laser intensity fluctuations at the site of the ions. The 
measured frequency stability is comparable to those of the Cs beam standard NIST-7, for 
which q(7)  s 8 X lo-" Z'" [19], and the Cs fountain standard, for which 

Table 1 shows the most important corrections we make to the average frequency for 
Gy(Z) E 2 X 10.'' Z-1'2 [20]. 

8 '7 Ions,  TR = 10 s 
I 7 Ions, TR = 100 s 

- - - -N IST- i  

-.-.-Cs Fountain 

- H M a s e r  

IO I oe I eoe I oeoo 
7 (SI 

F W r e  3 S t a b i l q  plots for the 40 5 GHz mcroNave clock. using .V = 7 ions, and borh T,? = 10 s and 
T, = 100 s. Also shown is the sTiibi1ir)i of the Cs beam standard KIST-7 [19], of the Cs 
founram smndard [30], and of the hydrogen maser 
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eat> ;:'a [: -,- ; j .  -1 lA1e fracnonal Zeefian .;kif: due 10 the s~atic magne~ic field is +-0.3+ esru:ic2 

vv.here j?7ialLC is e;<p-ssed in tesias. The pdk- io -pk  vxiadcn k the smic magne:ic - sei; 
bzrqeen :he be9nning aad en< of a run is at mos; 1 x 10.' T. Since h e  zagnixde of the fieic 
is iljpic3ily 3 x 10" 'T? zii upper bocnd on the f rxl lond uncerrainry h This zz-,man shi8 is 
1 .4  x lo-". 

\?,-e aiso- correc-: for an ac Zecman shif: that depesds linearly on the rf powe; p, 
delivered to ihe trap. The xncertainty in this correcTion dominates [he overall uncenainry of 
[he clock frequency. This sbifi can be caused by magrietic fields due to cur ra t s  at frequency 
iz in ihe trap electrodes that are asynmetr-lc with respect to the trap nodal lice. In ided 
trap, these asymmemc currents are absent. Allowing for this asymnerry to ~ a r y  from load to 
load, we measure the aTierage transidon frequency for Pv ranzing from about 17 
( V o z  140 V) to 68 mW (Vor370 V) for each ion crystal. A. fir to these data gives the- 
fieqLiency she ( d d d P , ) l Q  and the extrapolated frequency at zero rf power &, for that- 
crystal. Typically, (doldP,)l% G (2.5 ? 2.1) x /qW (witlxn the uncenainty, this v&e 
is the same for each crystal), and the uncenainty in the extrapolated frequency averaged o& 

Frequency shifts due to the phase c h q  of the microwaves as they are switched on ani 
off (combined with a possible leakage microwave field present during the free precession 
time TK), and to asymmetries in the microwave spectrum scale as l/T,p. By varying !rv, we 
measure the fractional shift from these combined effects tu be -5 (3) x 10.'" /TR (where TR is 
in seconds). Finally, from the measured intensity of the scattered 194 nni light at the site of 
the ions when the 194 nm sources are blocked, the ac Stark shift due to stray 194 nm light 
present during the Ramsey interroption time is < 3 x 

fiv-e ion crystals used in the frequency measurement is 3.2 x 10.". .. . . 

The fits to the transidon frequencies as a function of rf power give the extrapolated ,, 

4E-14- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I 

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -  

_ _ _ _ _ _ -  - 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

L 
!2 < 

x s x s x 

2 
x m 
2 

r. 7 Lc GI m CY T 

Figure 4: Summary of average frequencies over 18 days. 
frequency Q at zero rf power. 
include 42 runs made over seven days using five differenr crystals. The norm&zed 2 for. 
these five frequency measurements is 0.77. If we assume that the frequency depends linex1Y -- 
on time, a fit to the dara gives a drif1 of -5 (9) x 10-l6/day, consistent with zero. 

We compare the hydrogen maser frequency to the primary standards througn 
Jnternarional Atomic Time (TAD [4] to obtain the average value 

Figure 4 shows the variation in 00 over 18 days, whic 
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()& = 2.7 - ' 40 50: 347 996.541 59 (20) (41) yd. The firs: gnc.:r:ainqJ is d i ~ e  [he sys:,zmalic 
sk:3s shown in Tab!? 1 and is inflated to renzcr the prelininary naClJ.ie of this evdimrion. 

second uncerr3lncy is diie ro the finczzrabc:i in the fiecuency of TXI. Tne value of Q 

be compared wiih rhe pr,wious m o s ~  accurate rneasLirementl which g n e  

. .  

Tdbie 1: Sys:ematic shifts of  he average ciock :ransirion frequency. Typical vzil~cs art for an rf 
power delivered to ~ h s  trap of P, = 20 mW; a Ramsey interogation time of T,? = 190 s, and 
a sraiic maznetic fieid of E',,,,, = 3 x 19.' T. Htre, Bn is the magnedc fieid component ZLI 

frequency a. I,, is the intensity cf the scatterzd primary beam during the Ramsey 
inrerrogation time, I$ the detuning of the frequency of the primary beam from that of 
transition pI and yrhe !inewidtf of the cooling transitions. 

- 
Shift Scaling Magnitude of  Uncertainty in 

Zffect (Typical) Effect 

Quadratic Zeemar? (static) i < i7sinric 2 x 10 -11 1.4 x 

Quadratic Zeeman (G) +dQ > 5 x 3.2 x 10-'j 2 

1ITR 3 10-15 8 X 1 0 P  Microwave chirp, leakage, 
and spectrum asymmetries 

Light shifi f roa  194 nm 

@En = 40 507 347 996.9 (3) HZ [22].  
Future improyeinents to this srandard include reducing the magnetic field at frequency 

Q by decreasing SZ and the trap dimensions. Better magnetic shielding will reduce 
fluctuations in the static magnetic field, and use of a smaller, more tighzly confinhg trap will 
allow linear crystals with more ions. By inonitoiing each ion individually, we can determine 
their internal states with negligible uncertainty, ,which will eliminate noise due to laser 

' frequency and incensity fluctuations. 

Optical Frequency Standard 

199 We are now developing a frequency standard based on the Hg+, 282nm electric- 
quadrupole transition, which has a natural linewidth of 1.7 Hz. Since the clock transition 
frequency a is extremely large (m~/2n = 1.1 x the fractional stability can be very hi,oh, 
as seen in Eq. (I). For example, for a single ion probed using the Ramsey technique with a 
free precession time of 30 ms (limited by the Dsn-state lifetime), the fractional frequency 
stability is 1 x f"' 

Previously at NET,  the frequency of a laser stabilized to about 30 Hz was doubled and 
then locked to this transition in a single ion confined near the Lamb-Dicke limit [23] in a 
room-temperature rf trap. Periohcaily, the laser frequency was scanned to obtain a laser- 
broadened linewidth of approximately 40 Hz at 563 nm [24]. However, the lifetime of the 
hp?ed ion was about ten minutes, as explained above. To thoroughly investigate such a 
frequency standard, long observation times are critical. We have built a second cryogenic 
sWem that will house a trap for E ~ I S  experiment, which should eliminate ion loss. We have 
constructed a linear trap such as that shown schematically in Figure 5 .  The rod elecuodes are 
driven with an osclllating electrical potential while the "finger" electrodes are held at rf 
Sound, which cieates a pseudo-harmonic potential that confines the ions radially. Tne ions 



are com<.ne3 axidly by p p e r l y  adjusting the smic  potendais of the Cnger =lec:iodes (see 
Fig. 5) .  The axial concnement in t k ~ s  t r q  can De much greater t\an that in the trap of Fig, 1, 
since *he electric field %om the ”endcap” is not shielded by the rf elecxodes [7]. 

1 m m  

+ I O 0  v O V  + I O 0  v 
Fgure 5: Tight-confining linear Paul trap. 

Narrow-band laser source at 252 nm 

To take advantage of the small width of the electric quadrupole transition, the 282 nm 
source driving the transition must. have a lirewidth comparable to or less than the transition 
width. The present system for generating 282 nm radiation consists of an argon ion laser 
pumping a dye laser that produces 500 mW of 563 nm radiation. The 563 nm ligh[ is 
frequency doubled by a single pass through a 90” phase-matched AD*P crystal to produce up 
to 100 UW of 252 nm radiation. When the 252 m light is focused to abour 25 pm and there 

The frequency of the 563 nm laser is stabilized in two stages [W]. First,-the dye laser 
frequency is stabilized to a cavity with a finesse of about 800 using the Pound-Drever-Hall 
technique [Z]. Low-frequency fluctuations are removed with an intracavity piezo-mounted 
mirror, while the high-frequency fluctuations are removed‘ by a fast (servo bandwidth’> 
2 MHz) intracavity electro-optic modulator. When the servo loops are closed, the laser 
linewidth is reduced to about 1 kHz. Then the stabilized light is transmitted through separate 
oprical fibers to high-finesse cavities. Again, the Pound-Drever-Hall technique is used to 
lock the frequency of the .fiber-transmitted light to the cavity frequency. Long-temi 
corrections to the laser frequency, determined by one of the high-finesse cavities, are fed back 
to the length of the lower-finesse cavity. Higher-frequency fluctuations are removed with an 
acousto-optic modulator. The frequency-stabilized light from either cavity is directed 
towards the trapped ion. 

The hih-finesse cavities have been described elsewhere [24]. The space: of one of the 
two cavities is made of a 27 cm long, 10 cm diameter Zerodur rod, and that of the seton? 
cavity is made of a 10 cm long, 10 cm diameter ULE‘rod. Both spacers have a hole bored- 
down the rod axis to transmit light. The transmitted power, and hence the intracavity potver, 
are xabilized to 0.1%. Bgh-refleclance mirrors, whose radii of curvature are chosen so that 
the modes of the cavities are hghly non-degenerate; are optically contacted to the ends of  
each rod. Each cavity is suspended by two thin tungsten wires inside separate vacuum 
chambers, w-hose temperatures are acdvely stabilized. Each cavity, much of the optics mod 
some of the elecuonics are mounted cn separate piatforas, which are suspended by several 

is no broadening, less than 1 p7;V will saturate the quadrupole transition. 
, .. 
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>L of mbcer sur@ t u b k z  to isoiale h e  cavicies ken; noor and cei1iii.g vibrations. The ~ 1 1  
,,I' ?:IC!I scspended p l ~ f o r n  is sIabilixd by servoin2 the disrance of t h e  of its Corner- from 
ifis soor by hexing the rubber tubing to adjust its lengch. T& cavity aid platfom are 
enc!csed ia a par'iicie-board Sox lined wiih thin layers of lead and foam to red,,, a c o u s ~ c d  
<orations. 

FiglJre 6 shows a beat note between two laser beams locked ;O these twc iodependeai 

I 
1.G 

1 I I 1 I I I I i I I 
I I I I I I I i I i i 

9835 9555 ?$ 
,om 

Beat Frequency at 563 nm (W) 

Figure 6: Beat note between two laser beams locked to independent cavities, integrated 
over SO s. The full width at halfimaximum is 11 Hz. 

cavities. The full width at haif-m&ximum is approximately 11 Hz. If both lasers have the 
same linewidth, the linewidth of a single laser is about 8 Hz. This is fractionally 1.5 pares in 
IO" of the laser frequency at 563 m, which we think is the narrowest recorded linewidth. 

, 

All Solid-state Laser Svstems 

To make .the 194 nm and 252 nm radiation sources more compact, reliable and stable, 
we are converting them to an entirely solid-state desisn. The ' h a p p h r e  laser can be replaced 
by an injection-locked diode laser that produces over 500 mW of 792 nm radiarion [16, 261. 
The Ar' laser will be replaced by a 1 W single-frequency, diode-pumped, frequency-doubled 
Yb:YXG laser at 1.029 ,um [27]. Since the doubling efficiency in 90" phase-matched KVTb03 
or LBO can be 50% [Xi], we expect to generare over 500 mW of 515 nm radiation. This will 
be doubled as before, then summed with the radiation at 792 nm to generate more than 100 
,UW of light at 194 nm. 

To convert the 563 nm source to a solid-state system, the dye laser and pump laser will 
be replaced by a diode-pumped Nd:F:IP laser at 1.126 um. Approximately 100 m\V of 
sin,ole-frequency radiation from the 1Vd:FAP laser has been frequency-doubled in anle-tuned 
KSbO: to produce 7 mW of 563 nm radiation. The light at 563 nm can be frequency-doubled 
as before to generate about 2 FW of 3-52 nm radiation. 

, 
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Summarv 

W e  have locked a syntksizer to the 30.5 GHz mansidon in laser-cooled cps;aljine 
srbngs of ' ' '~gl  ions in a ii?ear cryogenic uzp. ~ i ~ h  a Ramsey period of ~ C O  s and Seven 

ions, the fractional stabiliy of the n2cTowave freqaency is 3.2 x lO-!'-Z"' for measureaent 
times z < 2 h. We have measured the clock transition frequency with a frac5onal statistical 
and ysxemauc uncertainq of about 5 X lo-". This uncermixy is primady limited by the 
uncertainry in the Zeeman shif1 due to fie!ds at the trap frequency Iz and can be reduced in 
several ways. We are developing a cryogenic 282 n n  oFtica1 frequency smndard, whose 
potential stability is G;,(T) = 10-" f ' j 2 .  The lasers used to &ive The 282 electric dipole 
transition have a frequency stabiliry of less than 10 I& for times from 1 to 80 S. Finally, W? 

are convertine otli laser sysrens to entirely solid-state designs. which should allow longel 
continuous running times for both the microwave and optical frequency standard. 

T k s  work was supported by ONR and ARO. W e  thank Don Su lhan ,  Elza 
Vasconcellos, Steve Waltman and Matt Young for carefully reading tkls manuscript. 
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